
Captivating Situations  -  
When Wild Animals Encounter Humans

With the national forest as a backdrop, one 
of its important creatures, the Arizona Black 
Rattlesnake, narrates many short stories about 
the surprising and creative interaction between 
wild animals who call this place home and the 
humans who are only visitors.  

This humorous, action-packed, and wonderfully 
informative, this science and nature book brings 
adventure to young readers. Captivatingly illus-
trated by a fi sheries biologist, discover what happens 
when a skunk meets Mom in the shed and when 
the mountain lion lands on the family car.

Valuable for home, 
classroom, library 
and homeschool.

A full compilation of detailed animal descriptions, 
taxonomy charts, suggested resources for fur-
ther exploration, plus questions and projects to 
expand the learning for children ages 7 – 11.

It teaches respect for all wildlife and that 
every creature has a place in the tapestry 

of life.  A great stepping off  point for 
discussion about how we treat the world 

around us.

“This delightful book turns tail on the human-   
centric view of the universe most of us unwittingly 
subscribe to… teaches that all creatures have a 
place in the colorful tapestry of creation.” 

                       —Cindy Yurth, President of the 
Black Hat Humane Society
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Nancy Hicks Marshall has a passion and years of expe-
rience in our national parks, tidal marshes of the east 
coast, lakes of all sizes and the Appalachian Trail.  Always 
alert to the wild animals of the areas, she has observed 
the situations that she now showcases. Her years as a 
public school teacher come alive in her energy to bring 
valuable information and encouragement for children to 
explore and discover.

www.NuggetPress.com

Available Nationally –
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Individuals – online and local bookstores
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Valuable for home, 
classroom, library 
and homeschool.

A full compilation of detailed animal descriptions, 
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“A great read for adults and children alike and a step-
ping off  point to start important conversations about 
how we treat the world around us.”

                      —Kay Bordwell, Grand Canyon Sierra Club 
Group Executive Committee for wildlife.


